Relationship between Social Media Promotion and Consumer Behaviors for CASIO Wristwatches in Japan, the USA, and the UK
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Abstract
CASIO standard wristwatches (C-CASIOs) have been popular topics for social media, especially in Japan, the USA, and the UK. Most of the media have shown reviews, durable tests, cerebritis who wear C-CASIOs, fashions with it, and unique stories. While C-CASIOs have been popular with such enthusiasm on the media, CASIO decided not to promote it. CASIO may not see the necessity of sales promotion because CASIO has sold it very well worldwide without the promotion. However, CASIO may not need promotion if social media in the three countries have promoted C-CASIOs. Therefore, in this paper, we will find if social media have promoted C-CASIOs for such a successful sales record.
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1. Introduction

CASIO standard wristwatches have been famous as cheap CASIOS (C-CASIOS, hereafter). C-CASIOS include more than 30 wristwatches with superior quality at a low price.

Because of such high quality with low prices and the powerful CASIO brand, many Japanese, the US, and British social media have talked about C-CASIOS (Manny, 2011; Winterman, 2011; Hussey, 2015; Yamamoto, 2018; Burns; 2019; Momoten, 2019). Most of the media's information is about users' reviews, durable tests, cerebritis who wear C-CASIOS, fashions with it, and unique stories.

While C-CASIOS have been popular with such enthusiasm on social media, CASIO decided not to promote C-CASIOS at all. On the CASIO's homepage, we can find only minimum product descriptions of C-CASIOS (SankeiWest, 2016; Marsden, 2019). CASIO may not see the necessity of sales promotion because CASIO has sold it very well worldwide without the promotion.

However, CASIO may not need promotion if social media have promoted C-CASIOS. Therefore, we want to find if the social media have promoted C-CASIOS for such a successful sales record. So, we checked social media in Japan, the USA, and the UK to find out. Then, we checked the actual reasons for purchases in the three countries to find any direct relation between information on social media and the actual reasons for purchases. For this study, we used Amazon's customer reviews to determine the actual reasons for purchasing two bestselling C-CASIOS: F91W and MQ24.

2. Literature Review

F91W is a digital wristwatch with an auto calendar, backlight, stopwatch, and a single alarm. CASIO started producing it in 1989. Since then, it has been sold more than 3 million units worldwide every year for its low price, simplicity, conventional design, reliability, and durability with superior waterproof. It has been the most popular digital wristwatch in C-CASIOS (Amazonhonyaku, 2013; Ginmi, 2017; Marsden, 2019). Wristwatch enthusiasts have called it “a masterpiece” of digital wristwatches to express the near-perfect specifications (SankeiWest, 2016; WatchMonster2, 2017; WatchMonster3, 2017).

Japanese social media mainly talk about unique stories of F91W (MAG2, 2016; WatchMonster2; 2017; Kishiken2, 2019). They talk mostly about celebrities who wear it, durability, usage in terrorism, and its retro-future style.

For example, its functionality, durability tests, and retro-future style have been trendy on YouTube (Chouyaku, 2017; WatchMonster, 2017; Yamamoto, 2018). Instagram has been a popular place for celebrities and fashion-minded young generations to post their “nerd-cool” styles with F91W. Many people have shared these videos and photos on social networks (HuffPost, 2015; Weare, 2015; WatchMonster4, 2017; Acmaoh, 2018).

Many parents have described it as the best first wristwatch for kids in schools on social media. According to many businesspersons, it has been the best business wristwatch (SankeiWest, 2016; Miurappi, 2017). It has been nostalgic for many older generations (WatchMonster2,
The US social media have mainly shown F91W as a simple, retro-future, and low-price fashion item for youth segments instead of its quality and functions (Campbell-Dollaghan, 2012; Spence, 2015; Martel, 2016; Menga, 2019).

For example, they mention celebrities who wear it or fashionable ways of wearing it (Dash, 2009; McGuirk, 2011; Love, 2019). Some fashion-focused media describe it as the modern art of wristwatches (Cole, 2017; Jory, 2017; TheStrategist, 2019). Others say that it is an artistic tool to express minimalism, self-confidence, self-reliance, and even honorable poverty (Ben, 2015; Love, 2019). Some tell young entrepreneurs or millionaires to wear it as the fashionable second wristwatch to ROLEX (Condliffe, 2012; Jonmitchell, 2015).

While the US social media do not actively mention the toughness and functions of F91W compared to Japanese media, these seem to be still essential topics for some US social media. For example, there have been many durability tests of F91W on YouTube (Highsnobiety, 2015; Hussey, 2015; Butacu, 2018; Kaptein, 2018).

British social media have emphasized F91W’s price, functions, quality, size, retro design, and toughness. They call it “a masterpiece of digital watches” (Winterman, 2011; Christian, 2013; Rossthewatcher, 2015; Richmond, 2017). Many parents and students have made it the best wrist watch for students since 2015 (Griffin, 2015; Burns, 2019).

Like Japanese and the US social media, British social media have also emphasized its retro-future style as fashionable (Irishmirrorie, 2016; Love, 2019). They usually talk about celebrities who wear it as fashionable bracelets. British YouTubers have shown it as retro-future fashion and as a tool to express minimalism, freedom from major fashion trends, antitheses for luxury life, and self-reliance (Davies, 2010; Lewis, 2014; Hambly, 2019).

MQ24 has been the most popular analog wristwatch for its low price, simplicity, readability, fashionable design, and water resistance (ChipCASI, 2019; Wakaran, 2019).

Japanese social media have mainly emphasized MQ24’s essential features, such as a straightforward dial and minimal design. However, unlike F91W, there are far fewer releases of its durability tests on YouTube (Tasuyoshi, 2017; Yamada, 2017; Yome, 2018). Instead of durability tests, YouTubers have shown MQ24’s beauty of simple and minimal design, beautiful color contrast between black case and white dial, and elegance of slim case and band (Momoten, 2019).

Like F91W, the media recommended using MQ24 to express female users' life philosophy, such as a non-nonsense approach in life, minimalism, environmental-friendliness, self-reliance, or simplicity (Fuku, 2017; Show, 2017; ChipCASI, 2019). Social media of non-wrist-watch-users have recommended wearing MQ24 for occasions when they cannot check the time on smartphones (Bouzu, 2015; Sapico, 2016; Kanego, 2018; FIDN, 2019; Kurimaru, 2019; Wakaran, 2019).

MQ24 has not been popular on the US social media in comparison to F91W. When they talk about it, they usually describe it as a masterpiece of analog wristwatches and an excellent
choice for minimalists (Manny, 2011; Jonmitchell, 2015; Schneider, 2018; Editors, 2019). They talk about celebrities who wear them. They emphasize its simplified design as fashionable for young females (Snively, 2014; TIMELESS, 2018; G-central, 2019).

MQ24 has rarely appeared on British social media. Some describe it as fashionable due to simplified and unisex design (Brock, 2019; Burns, 2019; TWB, 2019).

3. Research Method

To find any direct relation between social media information and the actual reasons for purchases, we searched for F91W and MQ24 on social media in Japan, the USA, and the UK. We then collected customer reviews on Amazon in the three countries to find customers' reasons for purchases. For F91W, we checked 288 reviews for Japan, 336 reviews for the USA, and 201 reviews for the UK. For MQ24, we checked 213 reviews for Japan, 336 reviews for the USA, and 282 reviews for the UK.

4. Results

For F91W, social media in the three countries shared similar topics. First, they have called it a masterpiece of digital wristwatches for superior quality, functions, and durability.

While its low price is also one of the most significant parts of making it a masterpiece, they emphasized it indirectly as an additional value to superior quality, functions, and durability.

Second, they have delivered many stories about F91W's durability. They talk about a still-working 20-year-old F91W, which the owner lost it in his garden 20 years ago. YouTubers actively show various durability tests. For example, they bring it to the deep sea, throw it from top of a building, run it over by a car, or step it over on foot. Most of the time, they will not be able to break it.

Third, they have described F91W as a fashion item; however, the watch's fashion sense is different in the three countries. Japanese social media have focused on the fashion sense of celebrities who wear it, while the US social media have emphasized minimal and straightforward fashion. Some of the US media even suggest their audiences wearing it to express minimalism and simple life orientation. British social media have emphasized its 1980s retro-future design.

We also found differences. Most Japanese social media talk about unique stories about F91W, while the US and British media are not interested in such stories. Japanese media love stories such as Osama bin Laden was wearing it, al-Qaeda was using it in ticking bombs, Mr. Obama was wearing it, and many celebrities were wearing it.

Table 1 shows F91W's customer reviews on Amazon in the three countries. Japanese customers bought it for its low price (32.3%), its stories and celebrities wearing it (31.3%), and its functions and quality (21.8%). The US customers bought it for its low price (51.8%), its functions and quality (48.2%), and its comfort in wearing (14.3%). British customers bought it for its functions and quality (65.7%), and its low price (64.2%), and its simple and minimal design (10.4%).
For MQ24, the media have emphasized its minimal and simple design in the three nations. They showed it as the best analog watch for all minimalists, a wristwatch-style-bracelet, and a wristwatch with simplified beauty.

Its durability is not a topic in the media, even if it is an exceptionally durable watch. Instead, they emphasize their fashionable sides. YouTubers have shown various ways to wear it in stylish ways instead of conducting durability tests.

MQ24 seemed not to be a popular item on the US and British social media. While Japanese social media will always mention MQ24 whenever they talk about F91W, the US and British social media usually only talk about F91W.

Table 2 shows MQ24's customer reviews on Amazon in the three countries. Japanese customers bought it for its simple and minimal design (45.0%), its low price (40.8%), and its comfort in wearing (36.6%). The US customers bought it for its function and quality (50.0%), its low price (49.1%), and its comfort in wearing (13.4%). The UK customers bought it for its function and quality (43.6%), and its low price (30.9%), and its fashionable style (29.8%).

Social and mainstream media in the three nations have delivered similar topics about F91W. They call F91W a masterpiece of digital wristwatches for superior quality, functions, and durability; one of the most robust digital wristwatches; and a fashion item for young people. However, only Japanese media mention many unique stories making it a legendary
wristwatch.

F91W’s customer reviews showed that “low price” and “functions and quality” were dominant reasons for purchases in the three countries. 14.3% of the US customers pointed out “comfort in wearing.” 10.4% of British customers pointed out “simple and minimal design.” More than 30% of Japanese customers purchased F91W because it has unique stories or celebrities wear it.

Interestingly, F91W’s durability was not a dominant reason in the three nations. Instead, most customers in the three countries looked for a cheap and very basic wristwatch for everyday use. According to reviews, we could see that they happened to find F91W during their searches for an affordable and very basic wristwatch on Amazon.

The media in the three countries have emphasized the minimal, simple, and fashionable design of MQ24. They show it as the best analog watch for minimalists, a wristwatch-style-bracelet, and a wristwatch with simplified beauty. However, the US and British social media are not enthusiastic about it compared to Japanese social media. We could not find so much information about MQ24 in the US and British social media.

According to the customer reviews, customers in the three countries pointed out the “low price” of MQ24 was the dominant reason for their purchases. In addition to this reason, the US and British customers pointed out the “function and quality” as another dominant reason. Only Japanese customers said “Simple and Minimal Design” as a dominant reason. Almost 30% of British customers pointed out “fashion” as a dominant reason. Both Japanese and the US customers said “comfort in wearing” was another dominant reason.

It seems like Japanese customers purchased it as a cheap and comfortable analog wristwatch with a fashionable design. The US customers bought MQ24 as a cheap and functional analog wristwatch with comfort in wearing. British customers bought MQ24 as a fashionable cheap analog wristwatch with high quality. Similar to the case of F91W, we could see that they happened to find MQ24 during their searches for an affordable and very basic wristwatch on Amazon.

5. Conclusion

Social and mainstream media in Japan, the USA, and the UK have delivered similar topics about F91W. However, customer reviews on Amazon in the three countries showed only partial influence from the media.

Except for Japanese customers who bought F91W for its stories and celebrities wearing it, customers in the three countries purchased it as a cheap and very basic digital wristwatch for everyday use. They even seemed to find it by chance during their searches for a basic digital wristwatch.

While social media in the three countries have delivered similar messages about MQ24 to their audiences, customer reviews on Amazon in the three countries were only partially influenced by the media.
The partial influences are “simple and minimal design” for Japanese customers and “Fashion” for British customers. However, these can be something they noticed when they looked at MQ24 on Amazon. Therefore, it is difficult for us to say these are even partial influences from social media. Many customers in the three countries purchased it for a low price and quality. Similar to F91W, they happened to find MQ24 during their searches for a cheap analog wristwatch. When they checked it, they noticed comfort in wearing because it was small and came with a soft rubber band.

Based on our research, many customers bought C-CASIOs on Amazon because they happened to find it during “self-searches” for cheap and basic wristwatches. They noticed and bought C-CASIOs through the self-searches on Amazon means C-CASIOs' self-promotion. Self-promotion means that a product can promote itself without active advertisements as its features match customers' needs. Casio's decided not to promote C-CASIOs because of such excellent specifications of C-CASIOs, which will work as self-promotion tools. Through this study, we could see the effective self-promotion.
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